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The Image of town was created by man and landscape

This paper formulates general behavioural trends of towns 
located in the Czech historical landscape, 

which are often characterized by reconciliation and confrontation

The medieval town 
Loket (Elbogen),
Krušné Mountains 
(Erzgebirge) 
and the river Ohře 
(Eger), 1712



The process of urbanisation in the Czech lands is captured from the view 
of historical geography in the Historical Town´s Atlas of the Czech Republic.
The Atlas sums up and presents history of towns in historical, urban, economical, 
regional, demographic, political and cultural consequences on maps, plans, 
in illustrations and texts. 
Since 1994, the project has been part of the European Project of Historical Atlases, 
commissioned by the Commission internationale pour l´ histoire des villes.
It allows comparative research into the process of urbanisation in the Czech lands 
with links to Central Europe. 
It provides a more complex view of the urban transformation process in Europe 
over the past centuries. 
At the same time, it aspires to capture the rise and transformation 
of the Czech urbanised countryside.



So far the expansion process of Czech
towns into the historic landscape 
has been analyzed on a marginal basis. 
There is some information and data describing 
the increasing number of town inhabitants 
and the increasing municipal area 
illustrating the overflow of historic centers 
into the surrounding 
landscape. 

Also detailed maps can be named as an important source of information:
cadastral maps from the first half of nineteenth century, 
topographic maps from the second half of nineteenth and twentieth century, 
aerial photographs, orto-photo maps and individual plans of single establishments. 
Maps and plans allow comparisons of towns’ locations and their immediate 
surroundings on identical or similar scales and cartographic images; 
they are analogous to maps and plans in historical atlases 
of other European towns. 

Prague
town´s plan
1842-1845
a cut-out



3D model, 2nd Military survey, 1873
Orto-photo map, 2003

Praha (Prague)



Stable cadastre, 1825

Brno

Town´s plan, 1922

Orto-photo map, 2009



Liberec (Reichenberg)
Stable cadastre 1843

Industry in the town, 1851 Town´s plan 1900



The town/landscape relationship is inevitable for the identity and image 
of every town. Since its beginning, the town’s identity has greatly 
been influenced by the surrounding landscape.
Man and landscape together created municipal space which is a closed compact 
body of residential elements, and a center of a region with strong political, 
administrative, residential, economic and culture functions. 
The town/landscape relationship developed more importance 
with the growth and changes derived from the historical development 
of towns. The initial period of relative conciliation was followed 
by a reluctant period of gradual expansion into closer and more distant 
neighborhoods. 
This was followed by a period of clashes with both positive and negative 
impacts on society and landscape. 

Mělník
and the rivers
Labe and Vltava,
aerial photograph
2008



During the first half of the thirteenth century the first medieval towns 
were founded in the Czech lands, the area of today’s Czech Republic. 
This process was run at the same time as rural colonization; 
both local and foreign colonists were colonizing and cultivating 
the uninhabited parts of the Czech landscape. The medieval groundplan 
of the town, which was often found confined between walls, 
survived without significant changes until the first half of the nineteenth century. 

The structure and number
of municipal communities 
corresponded 
with the geographical, political, 
and economic conditions
of the time.

Uničov (Neustadt)
founded 1213
Stable cadastre 1833



By the year 1300 there approximately thirty royal towns were founded 
in Bohemia and twenty of in Moravia. Bohemian royal towns were primarily 
situated along the rivers Elbe, low Vltava and Ohře, and along the country’s 
borders. Other parts were too poor for town settlements mostly due to 
non-prosperous natural environments. In Moravia there were two main areas 
with new towns: the northern section with gold mines and southern 
with flourishing agriculture and viniculture. 
Also, clerical and non-clerical nobility were founding new liege towns.

Generally, towns arose near by the important royal castles 
(Hradec Kralové, Prague Old Town), rich market villages and also on the open 
landscape (České Budějovice, Bruntál). The first towns were quite small 
with a low number of inhabitants, 
for example České Budejovice 20 ha, 
Brno 36.5 ha, Olomouc 46.5 ha. 
In the fourteenth century 
the approximate number of town´s
inhabitants living on the area of 1 ha 
was 50 to 150 people. 

Urbanized landscape,
Czech Lands, cca 1400



Municipal areas, protected by fortification, were further structured 
according to medieval urban rules and pre-existing development. The variety 
of medieval town ground plans was extensive and it was very usual to take 
after examples given by foreign countries. Municipal areas included a town center, 
protected by walls, and also peripheral areas and agriculture hinterland in 
near-by villages. The inner configuration of town and villages differed significantly.
Differences were in the amount of built-up area, ground plan, street allocation, 
features of houses, and the number of important public buildings. 
Municipal areas were not always built-up in one phase. 

Jihlava, 3D model,15th century

Vysoké Mýto (Hohenmauth), 
Stable cadastre 1839



In the early modern period, the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, the areas 
most heavily inhabited were villages and smaller or bigger liege towns. 
Only a small number of people lived in royal towns. The basic town network 
had not changed by then; only a few new towns were founded.

People living in towns were buying complexes of out of town property to build 
farmhouses and villas. 

Opava (Troppau), 1699

Pardubice, 1839



Also the artistic styles such as renaissance, baroque and, baroque classicism 
did not change either the size or the extension of towns. On the other hand 
these styles were reflected in the change of inner areas and features of a typical 
town-house. There were new dominant features; street allocation was changing 
as well. New representative and cult buildings were built: markets, town halls, 
churches, and aristocratic mansions. The image of some towns and their 
relationship to the countryside were involved by new fortifications built 
to protect towns during the Thirty Year War in the seventeenth century. 
For example new fortifications of Plzeň or Cheb were built. 

Plzeň, 1650
Cheb (Eger) and the river Ohře (Eger),
18th century



Even after the Thirty Year War the fortification process did not stop.
Strategic war reasoning led to the construction of huge baroque and classicism 
fortifications. Towns like Prague, Brno, Terezín, Olomouc, Hradec 
Kralové, Ples (Josefov), and Kłodzko (Kladsko) were locked in modern systems 
of huge barriers and bastions. Villages were either moved or cleared away, 
rivers were regulated and even some hills such as Rožberk 
close to Hradec Kralové were completely demolished. The countryside 
surrounding these fortified towns changed remarkably. 

Kłodzko (Kladsko), 1737 Terezín, aerial photograph 
of the baroque fortress, 2008



Hradec Králové (Königgrätz, Königingrätz)

Town´s plan, 1768

Aerial photograph, 2009

1712



From the nineteenth century the urbanization process in Europe can be observed. 
People began moving to towns, towns changed their social structure and inner 
areas, and eventually the whole urban structure changed. Development 
of industrial eras introduced a new vision of the world as a town-like civilization. 

Wien

1763

cca 1900



This process dramatically affected Czech lands during the boom of industry, transport, 
and agriculture in the middle of the nineteenth century. The residential system split 
into southern and northern areas. The southern areas of the Czech lands were mostly
agricultural and therefore not so affected. On the other hand Prague, Brno, northwest 
and northern Bohemia, northern Moravia, and Czech Silesia were areas with growing
town populations. The reason is clear; important industrial branches 
(mining, textile industry, metallurgy, chemical industry, etc) were concentrated 
in these areas. The number of towns with more than 10,000 inhabitants grew 
and shortly before the First World War, even towns with more than 25,000 inhabitants 
increased in this time. Prague and Brno were towns with more than 100,000 residents. 
The urbanized landscape was connected through railway lines and new roads. 
And even though the modern transport network partially followed the oldest trails, 
many new roads were built.

Kladno1780 1880



During the second half of the nineteenth century towns and cities started 
their expansion into near-by villages and the open landscape. In the beginning 
of this process towns were expanding into areas closest to their centers 
such as destroyed fortification and inner uninhabited areas. Expansion followed 
main transport communication lines connecting towns with more distant 
and nearer neighbors. Later towns absorbed closer villages and smaller towns.

Stable cadastre,1841 Town´s plan, 1891

Praha (Prague)-Královské Vinohrady (Königliche Weinbergen)



Development of municipalities in the industrial age and the process 
of Modern Time urbanization, which has proceeded up to present time, 
introduced an image of the world as town civilisation. In the 20th and early 
21st centuries, urban forms of settlements increased sharply.

Large zones of urbanized landscape were formed. More and more people 
were moving into towns, town plans grew as well and new urbanized areas were 
created. Villages and smaller towns with farmhouses, business, and craft 
backgrounds were turning into industrial or residential areas. The urbanized 
surroundings were interconnected by railways and new roads.

Tišnov

3D model, Stable cadastre, 1826 3D model, 2000



Urbanized landscape,
Czech Republic, 2009

Urbanized landscape,
Czech Lands, cca 1900



Opava (Troppau)

A negative plan 
of the town
and its surroundings, 
the situation 
as of the beginning 
of the 21st century, 
in relation 
to the town layout 
in the 13th century

3D model of the town
and its surroundings, 2000



Current conception characterizes landscape urbanization as an integral part 
of overall societal metamorphosis, which was initially influenced 
by the development of industry, agriculture and transport and later, 
mainly after 1950, by the globalisation of society. 
This process hit the Czech lands after 1850; in temporally, quantitatively 
and qualitatively defined phases it has permeated them till the present time. 
Since the second half of the nineteenth century the Czech landscape 
can be characterized by the confrontations 
between urban landscape and rural countryside.

Aerial
photograph
2009

Český
Krumlov



Most (Brüx)
Northwest Bohemia

Aerial photo, 2003

Aerial 
photograph,
2009

Instead of the Conclusion

2nd Military survey, cca 1850

Orto-photo map,
2003

1601


